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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

by Claire Ellis

Born out of lockdown, there is a unique new
takeaway offering in Beaconsfield - a Salanti
insPiered pie – which created much debate
around our dinner table tonight, is it a pie or
maybe a pizza?
All can be eaten on their
own or as part of a meal with
accompaniment, the choice
is yours. To top it all, we had
a sweet apple pie, which was
definitely a winner, and was
equally nice eaten warm or
cold.

Well, whichever you think it is, a Salanti Pie is new
and novel and certainly one to be tried – then you can
make up your own mind.

The concept is quite simple,
like any good takeaway, just
visit the website (email or call
them), choose your filling,
decide if you want them
delivered or if you are local
enough you can collect.

Salanti offer authentic Ossetian Pies, which after a
quick geography lesson we discovered is Southern
Russia. They are handmade to a traditional recipe,
filled to bursting point with a variety of fillings
sandwiched between two thin layers of an Ossetian
pastry (or perhaps it’s a type of bread - the debate
goes on) and can feed up to 6 people.

The pies are cooked fresh to
order so you receive them
hot, ready for either lunch
or dinner, great for sharing
with friends, or like we did
for a large family dinner. Or
perhaps pick one up on route
to a picnic or party as they
would be equally fabulous as
finger food.

We each had our favourites. There are plenty of
wholesome comfort filings to try from, like cheese and
potato, minced beef, chard and cheese or pumpkin.

So why not be insPIEred by
tradition and give a Salanti
Ossetian pie a try.
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